Are You Sure You Hold to the Philosophy of Nonviolence?

June 30, 2013 (and updated subsequently)

[Also related are articles about the relation between Indian independence in 1947 and Gandhi's nonviolence movement: here and here and here and here and here; and the persistence of poverty in India after Independence due to the persistence of class inequality oppression: here and here and here.]

[Also please see "Not Nonviolence, But Class Struggle--Often Violent--Made Norway's Rulers Grant Big Concessions"]

Before you decide that you hold to the philosophy of nonviolence, you need to know some things about that philosophy that you probably did not learn from whatever pamphlet
or training session made you think you follow that philosophy.

The founder of the philosophy of nonviolence, Mahatma Gandhi, gave a very important interview (cited [here](#)) with his biographer, Louis Fischer, reported in his *The Life of Mahatma Gandhi (1950)* pg. 348 (pg. 435 paperback edition):

“Hitler,” Gandhi said, “killed five million Jews. It is the greatest crime of our time. But the Jews should have offered themselves to the butcher’s knife. They should have thrown themselves into the sea from cliffs.”

This is what the philosophy of nonviolence preaches. Do you agree with it?

Do you say you believe in nonviolence simply because you don't think violence is a useful tactic in situations you anticipate being in personally? Please understand that this belief of yours, while perhaps quite true, does not make you a follower of the philosophy of nonviolence. There is a huge
difference between thinking that violence is inappropriate in a particular situation versus thinking it is a moral failure to ever use violence even in self defense, as the philosophy of nonviolence does.

Perhaps you believe that the philosophy of nonviolence allows for violence in self-defense? Is this why you feel comfortable in saying that you subscribe to the philosophy? If so, you need to ask yourself if you consider it a moral failing to use violence in self-defense, because Gandhi most certainly did.

Do you believe it was a moral failure when Jews of the Warsaw Ghetto violently fought the German troops carrying out Nazi orders to exterminate them? Was it a moral failure when the French Resistance used violence to fight the German occupation of France--an occupation that involved rounding up Jews and other French people and sending them to die in concentration camps? Is it a moral failure when a mother shoots a man to protect her children from being
kidnapped or molested? Is it a moral failure when a person fights back violently (even perhaps lethally) against the one who is raping them? Gandhi said it was indeed a moral failure.

Sometimes you hear about Gandhi supporting violence in self-defense. People will take a quotation from his "The Doctrine of the Sword" out of context. It reads:

"Thus when my eldest son asked me what he should have done, had he been present when I was almost fatally assaulted in 1908, whether he should have run away and seen me killed or whether he should have used his physical force which he could and wanted to use, and defended me, I told him that it was his duty to defend me even by using violence."

But the full context of this quotation shows that Gandhi is merely saying that while using violence is a moral failing* even in self-defense (or defense of one's father's life), nonetheless if one is going to be a moral failure then at least
avoid the worst moral failing, which is cowardice—the refusal to oppose injustice, even to oppose it with violence, out of fear for one's personal safety. Thus Gandhi's sentence immediately preceding the above quotation reads: "I do believe that where there is only a choice between cowardice and violence I would advise violence." But where, exactly, is there "only a choice between cowardice and violence?" It is when a person lacks the moral strength to use nonviolence. Gandhi says in this same article, "Nonviolence in its dynamic condition means conscious suffering." Thus, if one lacks the moral strength to choose "conscious suffering" (as, for example, Jews committing collective suicide) then the only remaining choices are violence or cowardice, and Gandhi says cowardice is the worst choice. Violence in self-defense is wrong, but not as wrong as cowardice. Is this the philosophy you subscribe to?

If you subscribe to Gandhi's philosophy of nonviolence, then you need to adopt an elitist
(and very divisive!) attitude towards people who fight their oppressors with violence when it is necessary. You need to adopt the attitude of looking down on them as not being as moral as yourself, who you hope would only use nonviolence (and its conscious suffering) if you were in their shoes. If you say, "Oh no, I would not have to be an elitist that way; I would admit I might myself fail morally and resort to violence in their situation," then where does that leave you? Your philosophy is that other people should accept conscious suffering, but if you were in their situation you probably wouldn't. That's called the philosophy of hypocrisy. Let's face it, if you subscribe to the philosophy of nonviolence, then you've got to be willing to say that the Jews of Europe should have committed collective suicide, and it was a moral failing on their part that they didn't. I find it nauseating to even write such a statement. Can you proudly say it out loud? Try it. I dare you! You've got to be able to say that a woman who shoots the attempted kidnapper of her baby is a moral
failure for having not, instead, chosen consciously to suffer the loss and perhaps death of her child. Go ahead. Say it. Can you?

Or do you wish to reconsider your adherence to the philosophy of nonviolence?

Let me help you make the break from Gandhi's absurd philosophy. It might help you to know that the only way advocates of nonviolence can claim that "it works" is by using some sleight of hand rhetorical tricks. Here's how it works. The supposed power of nonviolence is what Gandhi called "moral suasion." The idea is that when lots of people demonstrate the sincerity of their opposition to oppression, by willingly accepting conscious suffering, then this creates "moral suasion" that causes the oppressor to stop oppressing. If you were ever in a nonviolence training session, you no doubt learned to go limp when the police come to arrest you, and to willingly go to jail and so forth. This is your conscious suffering, which is what makes "moral suasion."
Here's how the nonviolence advocates argue that moral suasion works. They define "works" to mean replacing one oppressor with another. Thus they say nonviolence "worked" in India because nonviolence (actually there was substantial violence too, but we'll ignore that little detail) made the British leave. What they don't say is that when the British left, the Indian people remained terribly oppressed by a native ruling elite. Gene Sharp is a famous nonviolence preacher today, whom the ruling class loves and promotes. Sharp and his Albert Einstein Institution argue that nonviolence can cause "regime change." But "regime change" is a far cry from ending class inequality and elite oppression, as anybody paying attention to Egypt recently can attest.

The theory of "moral suasion" is based on a fallacy. The theory is that the oppressor, deep inside, knows that what he or she is doing is morally wrong. Moral suasion supposedly taps into that hidden goodness in the oppressor. The
fact, however, is that oppressors believe that what they do is morally right, in fact necessary to keep the world from going to hell in a handbasket. That's how the slave owners in the American Confederacy felt during the Civil War. There is no evidence to the contrary, and overwhelming evidence to support this view. The Nazis thought they were waging the good war, to save the German Volk from a dire threat by the Jews. Dick Cheney and Henry Kissinger, I am quite sure, do not lose sleep at night for their war crimes. Nor does Obama.

Here's something else that may help you make a break from your nonviolence philosophy. I'm guessing that part of your attraction to nonviolence is your fear that when oppressed people take up arms against oppression it only leads to them using violence against innocent people. Better, therefore, to prevent ordinary people, even when oppressed, from using violence against the oppressor. Nothing personal, but this notion is elitist BS! The ruling class
wants you to have this elitist BS in your head because the elite love the philosophy of nonviolence—for oppressed people, not themselves, of course. When workers and peasants fought violently against the fascists in the "Spanish Civil War" (better named the Spanish Revolution) they didn't kill innocent people. They didn't develop a crazed taste for blood. The stories in your head about Ropespierre and Lenin and Stalin killing innocent people are largely true, but these were not ordinary people but new rising, and very anti-democratic, elites. The fault of ordinary people time after time is that they have not used violence when they should have. The ruling class wants us to be afraid to use violence against them. They want us to believe nonsense. They fill our heads with warnings such as "violence begets violence." They tell us that if one uses violence against evil one becomes evil oneself, as if a mother shooting a kidnapper becomes a kidnapper, and a person violently resisting a rapist becomes a rapist, and a slave violently
resisting a slave owner becomes a slave owner, and **these armed women** who defended themselves against capture by Boko Haram became just another Boko Haram.

Here's another fact that may help you make the break. You may have adopted nonviolence out of a fatalistic belief that it is not really possible to end oppression, and therefore the most important thing is to adapt to the reality of oppression by at least avoiding doing anything nasty (i.e. violent) oneself. This fatalism is based on the idea that almost all people are selfish and so there will always be oppression and injustice; there just aren't enough really good people in the world to end oppression. This idea is also ruling class-sponsored BS. Very few people share the disgusting values of the ruling elite: treat others like dirt to make a profit, dominate others to make many people poor so a few can be rich, pit people against each other with lies and manipulation (like Orwellian wars) to control
them, pollute the earth--like BP did the Gulf of Mexico--to make a buck.

Another fact will help you ditch an absurd philosophy: You know the difference between wishing something is true and believing it is true, right? Do you believe in Santa Clause and the Tooth Fairy? Do you believe that manna will fall from heaven? Of course not. As much as you might wish these things existed, you know they don't. Then how hard is it for you to admit that there is a big difference between a) wishing (as we all do!) that--without any violence whatsoever--the plutocracy that rules the United States can be removed from power and b) believing it is true? Try it; it's really not that hard to put the wishing aside and act according to what you actually believe. People who insist that "moral suasion" can remove oppressors from power are acting on the basis of pure wishful thinking. They are acting like children. They need to grow up!
Yes, a revolution to remove the plutocracy from power and create an egalitarian society without oppression will involve some violence, inevitably. But if a revolution is ever going to succeed in the United States it will be because a huge revolutionary movement develops and it gains the support of a critical mass of members of the military, so that when ordered to attack the movement those soldiers refuse and use their weapons to defend the movement from those who would attack it violently. This is what happened in the February, 1917 revolution in Russia that led to the Czar abdicating. A similar thing happened in Iran, which is why the Shah, even though he thought he had the largest military force in the region, had to flee the country. A revolution most certainly does not mean half the population shooting the other half.

Do you want to learn to live in a world of oppression, or build a movement to end oppression? The philosophy of nonviolence is not geared to defeating oppression, but rather to
something else--avoiding getting one's hands "dirty" with violence. Given the choice between defeating oppression and avoiding violence, it opts for avoiding violence. You don't really make this choice, do you?

There is a better philosophy than the philosophy of nonviolence. It is a philosophy that says:

a) Most people oppose oppression and therefore we can build a mass movement to successfully abolish oppression.

b) One of the highest obligations of morality is to abolish oppression.

c) Ending oppression should be done with the minimal violence but it is immoral to allow oppression to continue in order to avoid all violence entirely.

d) Sometimes violence is counter-productive but this does not mean it is always counter-productive; the particular circumstances need to be evaluated.
e) Violence that is not in self-defense (for example violence directed at non-combatant civilians) is counter-productive, and hence immoral, because it only isolates one from potential allies and allows the oppressor to gain support by pretending to protect people from the anti-oppression movement.

f) Sometimes violence in self defense is very productive. For example the Vietnamese gained support from American GIs because in using violence to defend themselves against the American invasion they made those GIs start to wonder (there is nothing like being shot at to make one concentrate on understanding why it is happening) why so many ordinary Vietnamese were fighting them if, as they had been told in boot camp, they (the GIs) were in Vietnam to defend freedom. When people violently resist oppression they make soldiers of the oppressor (and civilians of the oppressive government) pay attention and learn the truth about that oppression.
*Postscript #1: A reader of this article challenged me to prove that Gandhi viewed the use of violence to resist oppression as a "moral failure." Here is my reply:

From Gandhi's *The Doctrine of the Sword* (all quotations here are from it) he refers to "The religion of nonviolence," and hence makes it clear that the topic is about morality, not mere practicality. He says, "Nonviolence in its dynamic condition means conscious suffering." He adds, "Nonviolence is the law of our species as violence is the law of the brute." He adds this of the Rishis, who discovered the law of nonviolence: "Having themselves known the use of arms, they realized their uselessness and taught a weary would that its salvation I may not through nonviolence."

[There is a typo in the online version where it reads "I may not" but the meaning is clear.]
From the above it is quite clear that Gandhi is contrasting his religion (morality) with that of those who practice violence and are therefore acting as a "brute," and who are not taking the path that leads to "salvation," which requires "conscious suffering" that they are unwilling to make. If this isn't a contrast between his philosophy of nonviolence and the moral failing of those who do not follow it, then I don't know what is.

Postscript #2: Some advocates of the philosophy of non-violence claim that violence is not ever necessary to defeat oppression. They point, for example, to the American Civil Rights Movement's success in abolishing the racist Jim Crow laws by a movement led by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. with his strict adherence to the philosophy of non-violence. The important fact is that the oppression was not abolished; it merely took another form: "From the back of the bus to the front of the prison" or "The new Jim Crow." As the figure below (giving prison incarceration
per 100,000 population, for blacks and whites and the ratio, from this source) illustrates, Jim Crow was simply replaced with racist prison incarceration:

In 1975, shortly after Jim Crow became history, the rate of black imprisonment sky rocketed, having been essentially constant for the previous five decades, while the rate of white imprisonment after 1975 rose only very slightly.
The oppression of working class blacks after the success of the Civil Rights Movement took a new form, and is arguably worse now than during the years of Jim Crow. The example of the nonviolent Civil Rights Movement hardly provides evidence that oppression can be ended without the use of any violence, does it?

What about Gandhi's nonviolent movement and Indian independence? Although the British had reasons of their own, unrelated to Gandhi's movement, for granting independence to India, and (as the articles linked to from under the title of this article discuss) violent movements were also an important factor in causing the British to grant India independence, let us nonetheless assume, for the sake of argument, that the only reason Great Britain granted India independence was Gandhi's nonviolent movement. Did this "victory" mean the abolition of the oppression that is extreme class inequality in India? Few would even try to argue that this was the case.
A 2007 academic paper's abstract begins: "This paper analyses the nature and causes of the patterns of inequality and poverty in India. Since the economic liberalization in the early 1990s, the evidence suggests increasing inequality (in both spatial and vertical terms) as well as persistent poverty." One symptom of this continuing class inequality and oppression is the large number of Indian farmers who have been committing suicide, as reported on by the BBC here, which reports: "Campaign groups claim the suicides have been caused by food speculators manipulating cereal prices, and GM companies who are selling expensive cotton seeds and fertilisers. They say that in order to buy GM seeds, some farmers get into unmanageable debt. Others are crippled by fluctuations in food prices. And when the going gets too tough some decide the only way out is to take their own lives."

This academic study of the magnitude of farmer suicides in India reports, "In the ten year period between 1997 and 2006 as many as 166,304
farmers committed suicide in India...We would believe that even this number, shocking as it is, is in fact an underestimation of the actual number of farm suicides in the country during this period."

The reality in India thus hardly supports the claim that India is an example of how oppression was abolished by purely nonviolent means, does it?

Postscript #3: Some advocates of the philosophy of nonviolence assert that "violence begets more violence" and "violence cannot stop oppression." These advocates of nonviolence don't just say that sometimes violence begets more violence; they say that it always does; and by "more violence" they don't mean that unjust violence causes just violence in defense, or that violence in self defense causes the aggressor to continue to fight. No. They mean that violence in self-defense ALWAYS causes more oppressive violence in addition to the violence in the initial conflict.
To demonstrate that the advocates of nonviolence are just plain factually wrong, one only needs to show that there are some examples of violence (or its credible threat) in self-defense that did stop oppression (e.g., unjust robberies in the examples provided below) and that did **not** beget more oppressive violence. Here are links to such examples: articles with video footage of people using violence (or its credible threat) to prevent the oppression of unjust robbery. There is no reason whatsoever to believe that these people who used violence (or its threat) in self-defense begat more oppressive violence. On the contrary, the violence in self-defense employed by the people in these examples very likely prevented some unjust violence by making would-be robbers who heard about these events think twice before using violence against innocent people. Judge for yourself:

a.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yDsUqIktM
EU (note that the passengers punched the robber violently.)


Read Chapter 1 in *Negroes With Guns* (online here) to see how violence in self-defense PREVENTED bloodshed when blacks were being attacked violently by the Ku Klux Klan and the police in Monroe, North Carolina in 1961. Read "The Resistant Spirit" (online here, but scroll down to find it) to read a sharp criticism of the philosophy of nonviolence.

Read *This Nonviolent Stuff'll Get You Killed* (online here) to read about how the Civil Rights Movement (the "nonviolent" sit-ins and Freedom Riders, *etc.*) could not have operated in the South
were it not for the fact that black people used guns in self-defense.

Advocates of the philosophy of nonviolence might object to the use of these examples, arguing that their philosophy is about how to achieve social change. The question, they might argue, isn't about what an individual should do to protect against an individual armed robber but how people in large movements should resist fundamental oppression in society.

OK. Then let's think about what is perhaps the largest scale successful use of armed violence by people to defeat an oppressor: the war waged by Vietnamese peasants against the French and then the American military occupations of Vietnam, military occupations that were all about ensuring the domination of the haves over the have-nots. The violence was certainly large scale, with 80,000 French soldiers, 50,000 American soldiers and at least 2 million Vietnamese peasants killed over a period of decades.
But did the violence in self defense of the Vietnamese peasants "beget more violence?" After the Vietnamese drove the French and American military forces out of Vietnam, relative peace broke out in Vietnam. I say "relative" because the Communist Party of Vietnam's regime is, like other Communist regimes, very anti-democratic, and it enforces a kind of class inequality. Resistance against this class inequality occurs, no doubt, in Vietnam to this day. Also, the Army of Vietnam subsequently fought against the Khmer Rouge in Cambodia. But there is no reason to believe that any of the violence in Vietnam after the Americans were driven out was caused by the fact that the Vietnamese peasants took up arms against the French and American occupations rather than relying only on nonviolent methods of resistance.

Furthermore, there is much evidence that the violence in self defense by the Vietnamese peasants actually caused the American GIs to be less violent. In Soldiers in Revolt, author David
Cortright shows that the armed resistance of the Vietnamese peasants made American GIs start to ask how come virtually the entire population of Vietnam was shooting at them or trying to blow them up, when the purpose of their being sent to Vietnam, GIs had been told, was to secure the freedom of the Vietnamese people. Nothing makes you wonder about a question like this more than being shot at by the people you think you're defending! GIs came to see the truth, that their mission against the Vietnamese peasants was an unjust and oppressive one. As a result, GIs in larger and larger numbers, and in many different ways, refused to fight. (One way it happened was informal "you no shoot, we no shoot" truces between American and NLF forces; another way was American patrols would go out and just pretend to fight and radio back they they were actually fighting.) As Cortright shows, citing lengthy written accounts by the top U.S. military brass, it was this GI refusal to fight that persuaded U.S. government leaders to withdraw
ignominiously from Vietnam. The Vietnamese armed resistance reduced violence this way.

To dismiss all of the above by waving one's hand and repeating dogmatically, "Violence begets violence" is to ignore reality.
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